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Description
This is very similar to the problem resolved by the MS02-18 advisory. A default error page can be used to
conduct cross site scripting attacks against a legitimate user. While XSS attacks usually involve cookie theft
they can also be used to inject 'fake' login screens that appear to be hosted on a legitimate site. These login
screens can then capture credentials returning them to a collector script.
== MS03-028 states ==
ISA Server contains a number of HTML-based error pages that allow the server to respond to a client requesting
a Web resource with a customized error. A cross-site scripting vulnerability exists in many of these error pages
that are returned by ISA Server under specific error conditions.
== MS03-028 ==
The particular request required and the results may depend on the configuration of the server. Since many of
the error pages are vulnerable to this attack, different malformed requests are likely to return exploitable
results.
When attempting to access a non-existent web page protected by ISA server without the proper credentials, the
browser is returned a 403 error page with the following abbreviated information.
Please try the following
- Click the refresh button
- Open the <site> home page, and then look for links
403 Forbidden - The server denies the specified URL
The URL of <site> is outputted to the browser without filtering of the username:password information allowing
an attacker to inject scripting to be executed in the domain of the ISA server.
Solutions
Install the vendor supplied patch.
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/ms03-028.asp
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Technical Details
This test returned a page that included an iframe, when sent against our test server.
*http://[iframe]:test@[site]/test
where [ and ] are replace with angle brackets and [site] is the server.
The exploit example from Thor Larholm for the MS02-18 advisory can also be applied against
a vulnerable ISA installation. This leads to the use of a scripting file hosted off-site, allowing
for large portions of scripting to be included in the attack.
Exploitation based on work by Thor Larholm at Pivx.com.
http://www.pivx.com/larholm/adv/TL001/default.htm
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